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Project Summary 
Display the concentration of crime surrounding high schools within Sacramento city limits. 

Purpose 
By completing this project, I hoped to: 

• Learn how to use a few of the geoprocessing tools that I have never used before. 

• Practice data analysis without using data that was too complex or cumbersome. 

• Make a map that was visually appealing and easy to interpret. 

• Become more familiar with ArcGIS Pro, since my previous experience was solely in ArcMap. 

• Practice manipulating and calculating fields in attribute tables. 

• Gain more experience using ArcGIS that I can use to explore career possibilities. 

Description 
I took the following steps: 

1. Download data from the City of Sacramento Open Data Portal, including: 

✓ Crime data from the current year (spreadsheet with 39,000+ rows of data)  

✓ Cities and Counties (polygon feature class) 

✓ Schools (point feature class, 307 objects) 

✓ Police grids (polygon feature class, 580 objects) 

2. Import downloaded shapefiles into newly created geodatabase and add them to the map. 

3. Use ‘Select by attribute’ to select only the City of Sacramento boundary and export to new feature class in GDB 

with NAD83 CA State Plane II projection. Remove ‘Cities_and_Counties’ layer and add new ‘Sacramento’ layer. 

 

4. Use ‘Select by location’ to select schools inside Sacramento city limits and export to new feature class in 

geodatabase (NAD83 CA State Plane II).  Narrow schools to only high schools using ‘Select by attribute’.  Select 

only the schools with “9-12” listed under the column ‘School_Type’.  Export to new feature class in geodatabase 

(NAD83 CA State Plane II), add to map, and remove original ‘Schools’ layer. 



5. Edit crime data spreadsheet to only include “delinquent” crimes that contain the associated police grid. (Some 

rows contained ‘UI’ or were left blank in the ‘Grid’ column.) 

 

 

6. Import edited crime data spreadsheet into ArcGIS using ‘Excel to Table’ tool.  Add new field called ‘Grid_Num’ 

(Short Integer) and populate field using ‘Calculate values’. 

 

7. Use the ‘Frequency’ tool to calculate how many crimes were reported in each of the police grids. (Outputs to 

another table)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Calculating field value: 

Frequency = # of crimes per grid 

Grid_Num = police grid number 

Simplified 



8. Use ‘Add Join’ tool to join table created in previous step to ‘Police_Grids’ layer so that crime counts have a 

spatial reference and can be displayed on the map.  

 

9. Select appropriate symbology (using graduated colors) to show levels of crime throughout Sacramento by police 

grid. 

 

10. Create layout with map frame, legend, north arrow, scale bar, scale text, and basic metadata. 

Difficulties/Issues 
❖ Learning how to use geoprocessing tools: I had difficulty with some of the tools, which were not functioning 

properly at first because of data inconsistencies.  The ‘Grid’ field in the original ‘Police_Grids’ layer was a text 

field that contained a 0 in front of every 3-digit number.  The ‘Grid’ field in the crime data table was also a text 

field but did not contain a 0 in front of 3-digit numbers.  The solution was to create an additional field in both 

called ‘Grid_Num’ with a ‘”Short Integer” data type and calculate the fields from the ‘Grid’ fields. 

❖ How to display the information on a map: There were a number of different ways I could have chosen to display 

the variance in crime numbers throughout Sacramento.  I used some maps I found online as a reference and 

basically had to settle on the symbology I eventually chose (choosing to use graduated colors vs ‘Hot Spot’ 

analysis). 

Shapefile layer 

Field needed to display data 

(Values range from 0 to 270) 



❖ Starting out with only a spreadsheet: In my previous experience and in the exercises we completed in class, I 

used only shapefiles that were already georeferenced.  It was a learning experience figuring out how to relate 

data in a table to spatial data. 

Lessons Learned 
➢ Make copies of shapefiles to use when performing the various analyses so that the originals don’t get “ruined” 

when I can’t figure out how to undo a step I made in error. 

➢ Save often.  I did not experience any technical errors that caused the program to shut down but did have a 

minor issue with my computer lagging because ArcGIS was overloading the memory. 

➢ There are an overwhelming number of tools, options, and methods to arrive at the end result.  I was forced to 

stick to what I know to avoid making the process overcomplicated and too confusing.  However, I still want to 

learn how to use as many of the tools as possible so that I can be more effective in analyzing data for a wide 

variety of purposes. 

  



 


